September 12, 2012
12:00 - 1:00
MD 119

• **Welcome and opening remarks:** Anas Chalah

• **PPE supplies update:** Christie Gilliland

• **Peer Inspection Schedule:** Anas Chalah

• **Annual SEAS Lab Safety Representative Training:** Howard Herman-Haase.

• **Reminder:** If you are leaving the position of lab safety officer, please work with your PI to establish a replacement. Kindly inform us; Linn, Anas, Christie and Howard via email.

• **Note:** Lab Safety Training for SEAS / Physics / EPS: Wednesday Sept 12th 2012 from 1:30PM – 3:00PM, in MD119. **This is a required training for researchers – please remind new lab folks to attend.**

• **Next Meeting:** Wednesday October 10th 2012 12:00 - 1:00, MD 119

[http://www.safety.seas.harvard.edu](http://www.safety.seas.harvard.edu)